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Dear Reader,

As the festive season of Diwali approaches, everyone 
would be meeting & greeting their loved ones and 
celebrating this festival by making sweets at their 
homes, lighting lanterns, diyas, etc. Children would 
celebrate by lighting firecrackers etc. While it is 
important that we take necessary precautions for 
our lives, it is also important that we also safeguard 
our investments by taking the right measures.

To help bring to your light some of these measures, 
this Diwali special edition would focus on information 
regarding Cyber Security measures and National 
Insurance Repository (NIR) through which you can 
keep your life and non-life Insurance policies in 
electronic form through an e-Insurance Account (eIA). 
So if you still haven’t converted your Insurance policies 
in electronic form, please visit https://nir.ndml.in/

Please do like, share & subscribe to our NSDL 
Social Media channels Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, 
Facebook  &  YouTube.

Best wishes for a Happy and Prosperous Deepawali.!!!

Regards, 
NSDL – Your Depository

(Diwali Edition)



Globally, October is observed as the Cyber security 
Awareness Month. Cyber security assumes much 
importance as India figures at third position in 
number of Data Breaches in the world after United 
States and Iran. As per the reports, about 9 crore 
Indian user data was breached in 2021. Hence, we 
must exercise caution while handling our data.

From downloading a malware-infected attachment 
to failing to use a strong password and posting 
excessively on social media to not updating system 

patches, there are innumerable reasons that lead to 
data breaches. It may not be possible to avoid the 
cyber-attacks completely but given a try, we can 
keep the number of data breaches, considerably low.

The most common cyber-attacks use psychological 
manipulation to trick users into making security 
blunders or giving away sensitive information. The 
other common cyber-attack is to deliver malware/
virus to the user mobiles or computers. One 
dangerous variant of malware called ‘ransomware’ 
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that encrypts the data on mobile/computer making it 
unreadable. The effect is reversed after a payment of 
ransom is done. Another common attack is the SIM 

SWAP fraud, which is used to assume the identity 
of another mobile phone user by illegally acquiring 
a victim’s SIM. Most of such attacks manipulation 
of individuals and are preventable. To reduce the 
opportunity of an attacker to exploit such possibilities, 
it is vital that we adopt sound cyber security practices

Let’s examine into some of the security tips and 
best practices:

• Beware of links in emails and messages. Do 
not open the attachment or click on links if 
the email seems to originate from unknown 
sources. As a practice, type a link instead of 
clicking on the link sent through the mail.

• Do not share confidential information such as 
OTP, PIN, password/ any banking details over 
the phone or email with anyone, including people 
claiming to be from the bank or such entities.

• Use strong and difficult-to-guess passwords 
and change them regularly. Use a passphrase

       if possible.

• Always install licensed anti-virus software and 
keep it up to date.

• Keep your mobile/computer updated with the 
latest patches.

• Back up your computer/mobile data regularly.

• Do not be negligent about handling documents/
photocopies of your identity proof (such as Aadhar 
card, PAN card, driving license), residential 
proof, and similar such documents. Sign the 
photocopies along with the date and write the 
purpose before sharing such documents. Dispose-
off such documents securely, when not needed.

• Do not post excessive personal information on 
social media.

• Do not use public computers or free WIFI while 
carrying out financial transactions.

• Do not click on pop-ups. Be aware of the 
applications that you install and websites 
that you browse and links that you click on.

• Wherever feasible, enable 2-factor authentication 
to keep your accounts more secure.

• If your mobile phone shows no-signal without any 
apparent reason, get in touch with your service 
provider. Avoid being a victim of SIM swap fraud.

• Anyone giving you free lottery, rewards 
or any such freebies is a red flag. Avoid it

• Despite all precautions, if you become a victim of 
any cybercrime, please report it to the cybercrime 
cell immediately.  It will help fight cybercrime.

Cyber security must be embedded into our workplaces 
and our daily lives so as to prevent cyberattacks from 
proliferating and making cyberspace more reliable.

The article is written by
Mr. Manoj Sarangi, CISO, NSDL





Insurance Repository; the first initiative of its kind 
in the world, was launched on 16th September 
2013; it is a database of insurance policies. 
The Insurance Regulatory and Development 
Authority of India (IRDAI) initially granted 
certificate of registration to act as an insurance 
repository to NSDL Database Management 
Limited (NDML), along with four other players.

Insurance Regulatory and Development 
Authority of India (IRDAI) guidelines paved 
way for electronic issuance of insurance policies 
on April 29, 2011 with revised guidelines on 
May 29, 2015 and Regulation on June 13, 2016.

NSDL Database Management Limited (NDML) 
received approval from “IRDAI” for setting up 
Insurance Repository to facilitate the holding of all 
type of insurance policies in electronic form in a 
single e-Insurance Account (eIA) and name it NSDL 
NATIONAL INSURANCE REPOSITORY (NIR).

“Insurance Repository” means a company formed 
and registered under the Companies Act, 1956 (1 
of 1956) and which has been granted a certificate 
of registration by the Insurance Regulatory and 
Development Authority (IRDA) for maintaining data 
of insurance policies in Electronic form on behalf of 
Insurers. The Insurance Repositories provide the ease 
of holding insurance policies issued in an electronic 
form digitally in an e-Insurance Account (eIA).

What is an eIA?

An eIA, is a digital facility (account) provided 

by the IRs, facilitating policyholders to store 
their insurance policies digitally under one 
e-Insurance Account (eIA) without any charge.

Each e-Insurance Account will have a unique 

Account number and each account holder will 
be granted a unique Login ID and Password 
to access the electronic policies online.

Objective of IR

The objective of creating an insurance repository is 
to provide policyholders a facility to keep insurance 
policies in electronic form and to undertake changes, 
modifications and revisions in the insurance policy 
with speed and accuracy. In addition, the repository 
acts as a single stop for several policy service 
requirements. The Insurance Repository system 
also brings about efficiency and transparency in 
the issuance and maintenance of insurance policies

As on date, IRDA has active Certificate of 
Registration for the following four entities 
to act as ‘Insurance Repositories’ that are 
authorized to open e-Insurance Accounts.

• NSDL Database Management Limited

• Central Insurance Repository Limited

• Karvy Insurance Repository Limited
• CAMS Repository Services Limited

Adoption of IR Services

NSDL NIR has emerged as the largest and most 
preferred IR with insurers as well as policy 
holders, although insurance repositories have been 
present since 2013, only when the pandemic hit 
have people come to realize its advantages over 
traditional brick-and-mortar mode insurances.

During the last 2 years of pandemic, IRs have 
witnessed a strong adoption from policy holders 
as well as the insurers, looking at the numbers of 
FY 20-21 VS FY 21-22, the private life insurance 
industry has grown by 3% whereas among the 
same insurers the IR adoption has jumped 11%.

Introduction to National Insurance Repository (NIR)



Amid the covid-19 pandemic, norms of social 
distancing and the paradigm shift towards business 
operations taking place online, insurance repository 
services have helped people hold insurance plans 
in the demat form. One can keep one’s insurance 
policies in an electronic insurance account (eIA) with 
an insurance repository. Even if one has policies from 
multiple insurance companies, they can be stored in 
the same account. Each eIA will have a unique account 
number and each account holder will be granted a 
unique login ID and password to access the same.

Why eIA?

The way capital market popularised the 
dematerialisation of stocks in the two decades and 
immensely benefitted the entire ecosystem including 
users to seamlessly transact, the IR concept is  also 
catching up as users as well as insurers have started 

realising the benefits of eIA.

First, on being stored in an electronic form, one does 
not have to worry about the risk of losing the physical 
document. Also, it is easier to track all policies as 
everything is stored in one single platform. Further, 
one gets a dashboard view of all the policies held and 
also see on a calendar the premium payments related 
to various policies held. This helps the policyholder 
plan better in terms of ensuring equitable cash 
flow. Further, all types of polices namely motor, 
health, etc. can be held under the same eIA.

In the event of the untimely demise of the policyholder, 
the eIA allows the person’s heir or beneficiary to access 
all the policies from one account and then initiate the 

process to get the benefits of the deceased released. 
Keeping in mind the uptake of digital initiatives, 
accessing everything from the comfort and safety of 
one’s e-gadget is the best practice. The paperwork, 
too, gets reduced and updating and changing your 

personal details becomes faster and hassle-free. 
NIR has made sure that all these facilities are being 
offered to their customers in a hassle-free manner.

Moreover, the fact that it costs nothing to open an 
eIA or hold the services in the demat form makes 
it more attractive. The only thing that one needs to 
do is to fill up a request form for conversion and 
submit the same to the insurer, which will be later 
safeguarded by the respective repository. NIR ensure 
the interests and secure fair treatment of policyholders 
by acting as a one-stop shop for policy servicing.

Once an e-insurance account is opened if the 
applicant wishes to buy a new policy in electronic 
form he is to quote his unique e-insurance account 
number in his new insurance proposal form and make 
a request to issue policy in an electronic form. All 
Life Insurance, health insurance, general insurance 
and annuity polices that are issued by registered 
insurance companies with IRDA and who have 
signed up with insurance repositories are eligible to 
be held in the electronic form. If the insurance policy 
is successfully credit into the e-insurance account 
the applicant will receive a mail and SMS on his 
registered e-mail id and mobile from NIR. It is also 
possible to convert the existing paper policies into 
electronic form, by simply logging into your NIR eIA.

Benefits:
The following are the benefits of holding insurance 
policies in electronic form with NIR:

• Safety – There is no risk of loss or damage of 
a policy as it’s common with paper polices; the 
electronic form ensures that the policies are in 
safe custody and can be easily accessed whenever 
and wherever needed.   A copy of the policy can 
be downloaded at any time by accessing the 
e-insurance account;



• Easy Tracking - Policyholder can view their 
insurance policies as a part of the Consolidated 
Account Statement (CAS) where the customer 
has Demat account with NSDL.

• Convenience – All insurance policies, be it life, 

pension, health or general, can be electronically 

held under a single e-insurance account.   This 

means all details of all policies are available in a 

single account.   The details of the policies can be 

accessed at any time by logging on to the online 

portal of insurance repository;

• Single point of service – Service requests in 

respect of e-insurance account or any of the 

electronic policy can be submitted at any of 

insurance repository’s service points.  A single 

request can sometimes cater to the requirements 

of several insurers. As an illustration, a single 

change of address request made to the insurance 

repository can update the policies issued by 

multiple insurers.   There would be no need to go 

to several offices of individual insurers for service;

• Less paper work and savings in time – An 

e-insurance account holder is freed from the trouble 

of submitting KYC details each time a new policy is 

taken. Further, any changes in personal details like 

address or contact number can be effected through 

a single request, thus, saving on paper and time;

• Statement of Insurance Policies (SOIP) 
– Once every year, NIR would send a SOIP 
to the e-insurance account holder with the 
details of t;he policies of the account holder; 

• Increased number of service points – 
Since the Insurance Repositories function in 
addition to the insurers, the policy holders 

will have an increased number of touch points 
for having their servicing needs attended;

• Single view – Single view of all policies will 
be made available to an authorized person in 
case of death of the e-insurance account holder.

Authorized representative
An Authorized representative is a person who is 
appointed by e-insurance account holder to operate 
his/her e-insurance account in case of unfortunate 
demise or incapability of  e-insurance account holder 
to operate the account. The authorized representative 
will intimate the insurance repository about the 
demise/incapability of policyholder with valid proof. 
He has only access to the e-insurance account in 
the event of demise of the policyholder. He would 
act only as a facilitator and is not entitled to receive 
any policy benefits unless designated as a ‘nominee’ 
or ‘assignee’ by the deceased policyholder. An 
authorized representative may also be a nominee.   
An authorized representative can be changed 
by making a request to the insurance repository.

Recently, IRDAI has also come up with draft 
guidelines mandating insurers to issue all policies 
only electronically through an insurance repository 
(IR) in order to promote efficiency in conducting 
insurance business, we at NSDL National Insurance 
Repository (NIR), see this as a major step forward 
by the Authority in creating a WIN-WIN situation 
between the policyholder and insurance company.

The article is written by Mr. Vijay Gupta, Senior Vice 
President, NSDL Database Management Limited (NDML)



NSDL conducts Investor Awareness Programs (IAPs) to help investors to 
be aware of different aspects of investing. These programs are conducted 
on different topics of interest to investors and in different languages. The 
schedule of the forthcoming programs/webinars is published online at 
https://nsdl.co.in/Investor-Awareness-Programmes.php. We invite you to 
participate in these programs. We shall be happy to conduct an awareness 
program for your employees, staff, students, or members. Please write 
to us at info@nsdl.co.in if you want any such program to be conducted.

Join our Investor Awareness Programs


